Abstract-In this paper, we propose an underwater source localization algorithm based on matching of the interference pattern which seen in a sensor spectrogram. Proposed algorithm used only two sensors and two equations so it can simply detect the source without computational effort. According to the waveguide invariant theory a slope of the interference pattern is proportional to range of the source. Therefore IPM(Interference Pattern Matching) of two sensor spectrograms calculates a distance ratio between source and two sensors. Result of IPM estimates a locus of the source by the principal of the circle of Apollonius. In addition hyperbola equation is introduced into localization algorithm by estimating TDOA(Time Difference Of Arrival). Finally cross point of the circle and hyperbola can be estimated as position of the source.
I. INTRODUCTION Source localization in shallow water has been considered many times over the past years and in order to improve the performance many attempts has been achieved. There are several localization methods for a long range source, such as conventional beamforming method, MFP(Matched Field Processing) technique based on acoustic propagation model in multi-path environment [1] , and recent array invariant theory derived by S. W. Lee [2] .
The range of the source can sometimes also be estimated by the much simpler waveguide invariant theory. The invariant parameter called P is useful for describing the characteristic of the acoustic waveguide. However the waveguide invariant method requires knowledge of certain "invariant" parameter P which unfortunately often vary with sound speed structure of the ocean. Recently several methods are introduced using the waveguide invariant theory and showed enhanced performance. But they are still dependent on the P and ocean environment. So it is necessary to localize the source that independent of the P without the information of the ocean environment. Therefore in this paper, we propose a source localization method that has advantages of not regard for: and much simpler.
II. WAVEGUIDE INVARIANT AND INTERFERENCE PATTERN
Interference pattern which seen in the sensor spectrogram collected from the moving ship-radiated noise arise from the mutual interference between modes reflected by the surface and the bottom. The slope of the interference pattern has been known invariant. Waveguide invariant parameter, designated as J, has been known that a slope of the interference pattern is directly proportional to range of the source [3] .
The : is approximately 1 in the pekeris waveguide however in the case of real ocean the : is variable with mode number, frequency and source depth, so knowledge of a certain invariant parameter is necessary to target localization.
If two sensors are used to source localization in identical acoustic propagation environment it is possible to detect the target without regard for : because of the : has identically effect on the each sensor. The relationship between : and slope of the interference pattern for each sensor can be expressed as dwl dri a)1 rl~~~~~~ ( 1) dt2 dr2 2fl r7 and co are the range from source to sensorl and frequency of interference pattern in spectrogram for sensorl, respectively. r2 and C2 are range from source to sensor2 and frequency of interference pattern in spectrogram for sensor2, respectively. Since / has identically effect on the each sensor equation (1) summarized as
Assuming that r, = nr2 where n is ratio of range, one finds r2 02 n= 5
From equation (3) it is notice that the ratio of frequency same as the ratio of range. C onsequently ratio of frequency between interference pattern which seen in each single sensor spectrogram, means a ratio of range between source and each sensor. We demonstrate the performance of the proposed localization algorithm with simulated pressure field based on KRAKEN normal mode program [8] . Figure 4 shows the three cases for the simulation.
The distance of each sensor is 5 km. The speed of moving target is 5 knot and range of trajectory is 5 km during about 32 minutes for casel and case 2. The localization method based on IPM has been introduced for estimates source position without regard for and knowledge of the ocean environment. It has been shown that proposed method does not require extensive computations because only two equations are used. The ability to make simple and accurate source tracking by the proposed method has been demonstrated with simulation and real data from the MIAPLE 05. In future work, it is needs to test the performance in range dependent environment and the research of 3-D source localization. 
